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EXT. SOMEWHERE IN FLORIDA. MORNING

Orange dust and sand fly over a lonely medium sized shack.The 
sound of the wind is the only noise echoing throughout the 
land.

INT. SHACK. MORNING

JOEL, a middle aged, African American man grabs an assault 
riffle from off the wall. He flips over a table so that it 
stands up on its side and kneels down behind the table using 
it as cover. He breathes heavily while aiming the assault 
rifle towards the front door. Joel shakes while sweat drops 
down from his face uncontrollably. 

EXT. SOMEWHERE IN FLORIDA. MORNING

Two white vans speed into the land right in front the shack 
making tire marks as the wheels kick up dirt. Five men in all 
white, army-like suits and white doctor-like masks around 
their face, jump out of the van carrying pistols. The men in 
white creep to the front door and surround it as they hide 
behind the shack walls for cover. 

INT. SHACK. MORNING

Joel tightens his grab on his gun and prepares to fire at the 
front door. He hears footsteps outside and sees movement 
coming from the crack under the front door. Suddenly, the 
footsteps coming to a halt and Joel can only hear the echoing 
of the wind. 

A small explosion bursts through the walls coming from behind 
Joel and he drops while falling to the ground. The ringing in 
his ears is deafening as the five men in white burst into the 
shack pointing their guns right at Joel. One of the men in 
white punch Joel in the face and slam him against the wall 
pinning his head.

MAN IN WHITE
Where is she

The leader of the men in white, JARED, walks down the hall of 
the shack to a door at the end of the hallway. He stands 
outside the door for a brief moment before kicking the door 
down with his gun aimed out. He walks into the room still 
ready to fire. The room is small and empty with only a bed 
and a poorly made wardrobe in the corner of the room. Jared 
looks at the wardrobe and arrogantly lowers his gun. He walks 
over to the wardrobe and opens it.
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Inside a middle aged woman crouched over hiding shakes with 
tears streaming down her face. She looks at Jared and starts 
crying even louder. She begins to cough as the volume of the 
crying increases. Jared violently picks her up and yanks her 
across the floor to the other men in white. 

Joel sees his wife being being yanked outside and starts 
screaming. He attempts to get up and yell but it takes three 
men in white to restrain him and hold him down. 

EXT. SOMEWHERE IN FLORIDA. MORNING

Jared and another man in white drag the woman by her shirt 
across the dirt to the white vans. Joel can be seen inside 
getting pistol whipped and beat in the face by three men in 
white as the doors to the shack are closed shut

EXT. FLORIDA. SHACK.  EVENING. 

9 year old LUNA GARCIA sits on an old, worn up couch, 
watching a small boxed television while eating a bowl of 
cereal. The TV has a middle aged white man reporting the 
news. 

REPORTER
And please, if you know anyone who 
could be suffering from illness, 
please turn them into the nearest 
command center immediately. And 
remember... Your government is 
still here with you to help in this 
desperate time of need.

Luna looks back at her mother, ROSA GARCIA, who is standing 
by the kitchen leaning up against the wall. She watches her 
daughter eat breakfast with a worried look on her face. Luna 
innocently smiles and waves at her mother and Rosa smiles 
back. Luna coughs gently into her arm and Rosas's smile fades 
away.

ROSA
You should wash yourself off soon 
sweetie. Your father will be home 
soon. 

Both Rosa and Luna's attention turns to the television as the 
reporter continues to talk about the government. 

REPORTER
We now go live to an exclusive 
interview with the President 
himself. 
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The television changes locations to a large office with the 
President sitting at a desk right in front of the camera. 

PRESIDENT
Hello America. I first off want to 
start by praising the resilient 
civilians of this country for 
staying positive during this big, 
and powerful sickness. I was just 
served a full briefing from our 
emergency response team stating 
that thousands of the sick are 
being cured every day. So, the most 
important message that I have for 
the public right now is, please 
listen to your government and your 
local command station. When they 
tell you to evacuate your home. You 
need to evacuate. Don't pause, 
don't question the instructions 
because this is a very serious 
illness. Remember that we are here 
to help you and that desperate 
times call for desperate measures. 
If you know someone who may be 
sick, please call this number at 
the bottom of your screen. 

Rosa takes a piece of paper and pencil off the table and 
writes down the number. Luna watches her mother put the piece 
of paper down on the kitchen table. Rosa beings to walk past 
the kitchen and down the hall.

ROSA
Let's hope your father brings back 
something good this time

Luna turns the television off and stares at a blank screen. 
She coughs gently into her arm once more. Luna watches her 
mother disappear into the hallway. She gets up from the couch 
and makes her way into the kitchen. She grabs a cup from next 
to the sink and pours dirty water into her cup. Luna then 
looks around her shack and quietly walks out the front door.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF SHACK- NIGHT

Luna walks away from her shack down the orange dirt path. She 
looks out into the distance and sees nothing but darkness. 
Luna keeps walking and sees a lonely flower hanging out of a 
small patch of leftover grass. She picks up the flower and 
continues to walk while picking at the pedals.
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She picks at the pedals one by one as she walks, not paying 
any attention to where she's going. Luna stops in her tracks. 
She can hear the faint sound of movement. 

Luna keeps walking until she can see a White Coat laying on 
the ground attempting to crawl away. Luna approaches the 
White Coat and he stops crawling. He looks up to Luna and 
coughs out blood. Luna notices a bullet hole in the White 
Coat's leg and torso. 

WHITE COAT
Please... Water

Luna bends over and gives the man her glass of water. The 
White Coat takes a sip but can't swallow and spits it out 
along with more blood. Luna looks up and notices a huge group 
of dead White Coats scattered out along the dirt. Luna's 
attention reverts back to the White Coat with her water. He 
mutters words to her with blood spilling out of his mouth.

WHITE COAT (CONT’D)
I was just trying to help... And I 
got murdered for it. Please, trust 
the government.

The White Coat drops his head to the dirt and breathes his 
final breath. Luna takes the last pedal off her flower and 
lays it on the White Coat's back. She reaches down and closes 
the man's eyes. Luna walks back towards her shack and 
disappears into the darkness.

EXT. FLORIDA. WOODS. EVENING

A rabbit sits on a small dirt patch right in front of a tree 
in the woods. Orange dirt mostly surrounds the rabbit but he 
is nibbling on a very small patch of grass right by a bush. 
The rabbits feasting is interrupted by an arrow that comes 
swinging through the trees and strikes the rabbit in the 
head. 

MARCO GARCIA, middle aged, strong man, husband to Rosa and 
father to Luna, walks around the woods with a bow and arrow 
around his left shoulder and a satchel around his right. 
Inside the satchel, the rabbits bloody head can be seen 
hanging out of the side. He walks down a stream in the woods 
where it used to be full of green but now looks like a 
rotting graveyard. He walks through some barely alive bushes 
and kneels down next to a trap. He opens the trap and another 
dead rabbit lies inside the trap staining it with blood.

 

Marco quietly walks over through some more trees and bushes. 
He kneels down next to another trap and opens it.
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The trap is empty and Marco sighs and sits down on the 
ground. He looks up to the sky in disappointment. 

Marco looks up at the sky when suddenly he hears the sound of 
footsteps in the distance. He gets up and crouches. He slowly 
pulls his bow and arrow. In the distance, Marco sees a deer 
bending its head over trying to search for food. Marco puts 
an arrow in and cocks back the bow. With one eye closed, he 
aims the bow right at the deers head. Right before he goes to 
release, the deer turns around and off to the side. The arrow 
shoots low and hits the deer right in the leg causing it to 
go down for a bit. The deer then gets up and runs quickly 
away. 

Marco slowly walks over towards a big tree where the deer was 
roaming. He sees where a blood trail starts and he begins to 
follow it. He then is stopped in his tracks when he sees a 
man, looking very sick and ill laying up against the tree. 
Marco gets closer and notices that the man is not breathing 
and is as pale as sand. Marco crouches down and looks at him 
while covering his nose and mouth. Next to the sick body, a 
small flower is beginning to grow. Marco gently touches the 
pedals. 

INT. SOMEWHERE IN FLORIDA. SHACK. EVENING

The front door of the shack opens and Luna walks in. Rosa is 
anxiously standing in the kitchen waiting for her. Rosa walks 
up to Luna and hugs her.

ROSA
Luna where were you? You don't do 
that you hear me, never leave this 
shack without my permission.

Rosa releases from her hug and grabs Luna. She holds her 
tight and looks into her eyes.

LUNA
Mom it's okay I was just going for 
a walk.

Luna begins to cough and Rosa brings her in for a hug again.

ROSA
You are coughing again do you feel 
okay?

LUNA
Yes, I don't feel sick at all. It's 
just from the dirt outside. 
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ROSA
Please... Don't even leave. Now go 
wash up before your father gets 
home.

EXT. FLORIDA. WOODS. EVENING

Marco continues to follow the blood trails. He looks down at 
the dirt closely until the trail comes to a stop. Marco looks 
up to see three White Coats hanging from the trees with 
purple faces and a noose strapped tightly around their necks. 
The one in the middle has a sign clinging to him that reads 
"The government started it. We will finish it."

Marco hears the rustling of some bushes and he quickly pulls 
back his bow. He looks up to see four men, JOSE, LUIS, ANGEL, 
and PEDRO. The four men are wearing black coats with a large 
white X printed on the chest. Marco looks to the four men and 
back up at the White Coats.

JOSE
You like what you see?

MARCO
What is this? Costumes? Public 
hangings? We are making statements 
now?

Jose steps forward to face Marco. The others stand behind.

JOSE
The time is now. People will rally 
behind our cause. The time to make 
a statement is now Marco. The rebel 
group must make a name for 
ourselves.

MARCO
And what about them?

Marco points up to the White Coats.

MARCO (CONT’D)
They could be innocent. Just 
following orders.

Luis looks away from the White Coats and steps up with Jose.

LUIS
My son is still missing Marco. 
There are no innocent White Coats. 
None of them can be trusted.

(MORE)
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LUIS (CONT’D)
I pray that you never have to feel 
the pain that I endured. My family 
thought we could trust the 
government. We turned our son in, 
and now he is missing.

JOSE
The television will tell you what 
most people want to hear but we 
know. We know what's really going 
on. These pigs need to be stopped.

Pedro steps forward and joins the others in the conversation.

PEDRO
Marco.. I know this isn't ideal. 
But somebody has to step up and 
start a revolution.. If it's not 
us, then who else---

Pedro is interrupted when a bullet flies through the trees 
and strikes him in the head. Pedro drops to the ground and 
Marco takes a step back in shock. The group crouches down and 
looks through the trees. There is a moment of silence before 
Marco feels the wind of another bullet fly right by his head 
and hits a tree behind him. 

Marco looks at Jose, Luis, and Angel in fear. Marco's world 
around him falls to silence as he surveys his area. 

JOSE
(Screaming)

Run!!!!!!!!

Marco begins to spring out of the woods and the rest of the 
men run in different directions. Behind Marco, Angel can be 
seen getting shot before a white van drives through the woods 
after the rest of the men. Marco continues to run as the 
sound of gun shots can be heard behind him.

Marco finds a bolder sized rock to hide behind. He crouches 
down behind it and listens to the sound of a car. A white van 
slowly drives through the woods. The White Coats inside are 
unable to spot Marco behind the rock. Marco takes a sigh of 
relief as the sound of the engine fades away. 

Marco walks down a long road with the woods to the left of 
him. He walks by a sign that says says "Florida: Welcome to 
the sunshine state." Marco roams down the street with his 
head hanging low. The trees around him are broken down and 
dying. Orange dust flies everywhere and continues to blow in 
Marco's face. He stops and looks into the distance. Marco can 
see the top of his shack in the distance barely showing 
through the dust in the sky.
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He takes a long look at his shack and lets out a sigh of 
relief before he starts walking again. 

INT. FLORIDA. SHACK. EVENING

Rosa is putting dishes away while Luna sits at the table 
across from Marco. Luna coughs in her arm. The coughs are 
much worse than earlier in the day. Rosa and Marco stop and 
look at her as she coughs. Luna lifts her face up slowly from 
her arm.

ROSA
Hey look at me... Are you okay?

LUNA
Yea, I'm okay. I mean... my throat 
is starting to hurt a little. 

MARCO 
What about your eyes? Are they 
itchy? Are your eyes clogged at 
all? Stuffy nose? 

LUNA
My eyes itch a little but nope, no 
stuffy nose. My ears feel fine.

MARCO
No stuffy nose, no ear infection. 
Your throat and eyes probably just 
hurt because of the dust. It is 
getting really dirty, Rosa we 
should really have a conversation 
about leaving this place.

LUNA
And go where Marco? You want to 
have a serious conversation? How 
about conversation where we talk 
about the right thing for your 
daughter?

Luna looks down at her food as the room falls to an awkward 
silence.

ROSA
Luna why don't you go to bed honey. 

Luna walks out of the kitchen and roams down the hallway to 
her room.
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INT. LUNA'S ROOM. NIGHT

Luna has her ear pressed up against her door. She listens to 
Marco and Rosa's conversation in the kitchen.

ROSA
What is the worst that can happen. 
You really don't have any faith 
that there are good people in our 
government? Luna is a child she ca 
get help she can get cured.

MARCO
There is no help Rosa, there is no 
cure. What do you think this 
sickness is. You think it's some 
kind of accident. The government 
started this Rosa and they have no 
intention of ending it.

ROSA
You told me that you saw one of the 
sick today. You described to me how 
ugly he was. Think about your 
daughter now Marco. Don't think 
about the White Coats. You've seen 
how quickly and painfully this 
sickness kills you. What is in the 
best interest for Luna?

Luna steps back from the door looking frightened. She can 
still hear the sound of Marco's voice.

MARCO
I still don't like it. 

Luna hops in bed and stares up to her ceiling. 

Luna, with her eyes closed trying to sleep, tosses and turns 
in her bed. She begins to cough so forcefully that she has to 
sit up. She sneaks out of her room and into the kitchen. Luna 
stares at the piece of paper with the number written on it. 
She picks up the phone and begins to dial.

INT. SHACK. MORNING

A soft knock can be heard throughout the shack coming from 
the front door. Marco opens the room to his door and peaks 
his head out.

MARCO
Shit..
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Marco leaves his room and Rosa follows in distress.

ROSA
Who is that?

MARCO
The White Coats. They are here.

A white van can be seen through a small window in the shack.

MARCO (CONT’D)
We need to hide Luna.  

ROSA
Hide Luna are you kidding me no 
way.

Luna comes hustling out of her room

LUNA
Papa what are you talking about?

MARCO
Luna come with me.

Marco pulls Luna off the chair. He crouches down and pulls 
open a secrete door in the floor. Rosa stands by the door 
staring at it contemplating whether to open it or not. The 
knocking continues as a voice can be heard from outside the 
door.

JARED
We hear you in there. Open up.

MARCO
Get in here Luna and hide

LUNA
What?

ROSA
Marco this is ridiculous. 

Rosa walks towards the front door and and opens it. Six White 
Coats rush through the door. Jared steps forward with a 
clipboard

JARED
Garcia family, Marco, Rosa, Luna. 
Sector 27, area 850, shack number 
11.

Jared looks up at Marco and Rosa who are staring blankly at 
him.
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The other White Coats stand behind Jared in a very serious 
posture. Jared slowly grows a grin in his face and kneels 
down so that he is on Luna's level.

JARED (CONT’D)
Well hello there. You must be Luna.

Luna stares back at him with a large smile on her face.

LUNA
Hi.

JARED
I brought a gift for you Luna.

Jared pulls out a lollipop and hands it over to Luna. Rosa 
and Marco exchange a confused look towards each other. Jared 
stands back up straight and look at Rosa and Marco.

JARED (CONT’D)
I'm sorry to have to pull you from 
your home so early in the morning, 
but we got a concerned phone call 
concerning the health of your 
daughter Luna.

Marco angrily looks over at Rosa. Rosa looks back at her 
husband confused. 

JARED (CONT’D)
If you could all please come with 
me we will get your daughter help 
right away.

MARCO
I don't know about this.

ROSA
This is for the best, Marco

Jared steps closer to Marco and talks softly

JARED
Let me just remind you that you 
have to come with me. You don't 
have a choice.

Luna steps forward and reaches her hand out towards Jared. 
Jared first puts a white mask on Luna, then holds hands with 
her and walks her out of the shack. The other White Coats put 
masks around Rosa and Marco and walk them out of the shack. 
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EXT. SOMEWHERE IN FLORIDA. MORNING

Jared walks Luna to the vans and lifts her up in the back. 
Marco and Rosa are led to the same van and are walked to the 
back. Marco attempts to talk through his mask but all that 
can be heard are his grunts.

JARED
Don't worry Mr. and Mrs. Garcia. 
You will all be taken to the 
nearest command center and then we 
will show you what will happen to 
your daughter when we get there. 
This is a special day to visit the 
command center. The President 
himself is there today.

Jared creepily smiles as Marco and Rosa step up in the back 
of the van. He slams the door behind them. 

EXT. MEDICAL FACILITY. NIGHT

Both vans pull up on a dirt path to a large, dome shaped 
building with three white pillars by the entrance. There are 
more men in white waiting for the vans. Everyone gets out of 
the vans. Multiple men come to escort the members of the 
family inside. Marco is grunting through his mask trying to 
ask questions. They are escorted through the large doors of 
the building.

INT. DOME BUILDING. NIGHT

Luna sits down on a chair in the middle of the room. White 
Coats surround Luna while wearing their masks and keeping 
their distance. They hold Rosa and Marco hostage in front of 
Luna. Luna begins to look frightened as she anxiously shakes 
while looking around the room. Rosa and Marco have an uneasy 
look in their eyes as they observe the room with caution.

The large door in the front of the building opens and MR. 
PRESIDENT, an old man wearing a white suit and mask walks in. 
Following behind him is DR. YOUNG, a young doctor with 
glasses wearing a white suit and science glasses. Jared steps 
forward and greets him.

JARED
Mr. President. How are you sir?

MR. PRESIDENT
(Shakes Jared's hand)

Hey Jared! It's nice to see you.
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Dr. Young puts a mask on and gets real close to Luna’s face. 
Mr. President looms over at Rosa and Marco. White Coats come 
up from behind Rosa and Marco and grab their arms quietly 
restraining them from moving. Marco stands tall and angrily 
and stares back at the President. Dr. Young closely examines 
Luna. He then walks over to Marco and Luna with Mr. President  
following him. The two of them reach Marco and Luna. Dr. 
Young removes both of their masks. He then stands face-to-
face with Rosa. Mr. President does the same across from 
Marco. There is a slight moment of silence.

EXT. MEDICAL FACILITY. NIGHT

Two White Coats cover the door of the building holding guns 
across their chest. The one to the left of the door gets hit 
with an arrow that goes right through his eye. The one to the 
right looks over for a split second before he too gets hit in 
the face with a arrow. The White Coat flies back and hits the 
door smearing blood over it.

Jose and Luis run up to the door with bows around their 
shoulder. They open the door and sneak inside.

INT. LOBBY. MEDICAL FACILITY- NIGHT

Jose and Luis sneak through a large hallway with bright, 
white, blinding walls. They run to a wall and take cover 
behind it as they peak their heads around the corner. They 
spot a door that is uncovered. Jose signals Luis to look at 
the door. Besides the door is a red button in a glass case. 
They both sneak over to the door and open it. 

INT. UNKNOWN ROOM. MEDICAL FACILITY- NIGHT

Jose and Luis walks through the door and survey the room. The 
walls around surrounded by a plethora of tiny lockers. Joes 
walks over to a locker and pulls the handle to reveal a dead 
body. Luis walks over to a locker and focuses on the handle. 
He goes to the locker next to it and pulls that one out to 
see another dead body.

LUIS
Jose

Jose turns around and walks over to Luis who is staring at a 
body that he pulled out of a locker. Jose stands next to him 
and Luis collapses to the ground crying.

LUIS (CONT’D)
(crying)

My son... My only boy.
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Jose stares at the corpse of a young boy. Jose takes a closer 
look and notices a bullet hole in the boy's head.

LUIS (CONT’D)
(crying)

My boy

INT. DOME BUILDING. NIGHT

Marco and Mr. President stare each other down standing face- 
to-face. Dr. Young takes off his glasses and speaks to Rosa.

DR. YOUNG
Your daughter seems to be extremely 
ill. I am afraid that there is 
nothing we can do. Our policy here 
is we need to nip this illness in 
the bud before it gets any worse.

Marco and Rosa's faces drop in fear. Luna looks at her mother 
as her fear grows even more apparent. 

INT. UNKNOWN ROOM. MEDICAL FACILITY- NIGHT

Jose stands still examining the young boys body. He hears a 
click coming from the door.

JOSE
Luis

Luis stands to his feet with his eyes bright red. They run 
over to the door and try to open it but it is locked. Jose 
bangs on the door and screams.

JOSE (CONT’D)
(screaming)

Help!!!!!

INT. LOBBY. MEDICAL FACILITY- NIGHT

A White Coat stands outside the door looking through the 
window and watches Jose and Luis scream. The White Coats 
lifts up the glass case and hovers his hand over the red 
button. He looks into the eyes of Jose and Luis and watches 
them as he listens to the faint sound of them screaming 
through the door. The White Coat presses the red button, and 
the entire locked room goes up in flames. The White Coat 
watches as Jose and Luis catch on fire and burn to death.
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INT. DOME BUILDING. NIGHT

Dr. Young and Mr. President begin to walk away from the 
worried parents of Luna.

MARCO
First you make a disease to try and 
control us. And now this... What is 
this... This is how you control us?

Mr. President stops in his tracks. He turns around and slowly 
and arrogantly walks back towards Marco. He then removes his 
mask from his own face. 

MR. PRESIDENT
Your daughter is sick and needs to 
be cured. This is what control 
looks like. 

Mr. President walks away past Luna and towards the exit. 
Jared starts to walk towards Luna with a small handgun down 
by his side. 

MARCO AND ROSA
(simultaneously screaming)

NOOOOOOOOOO!!!!!!

Marco is being restrained by five White Coats. Rosa is frozen 
and crying hopelessly. Luna looks her mother in the eyes as 
the gun is placed by her temple.

LUNA
(Whispering)

Mom....

The loud bang of the gun echoes throughout the room and seems 
to freeze everyone. The White Coats immediately start to beat 
Marco to the ground. Rosa drops to her knees in agony as her 
daughter's body hits the ground. Mr. President walks slowly 
out of the room. The doors shut behind him leaving Rosa and 
Marco still screaming in terror. 

The End


